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Presentation outline 

1. Motivation 

2. Existing literature 

3. Methodology 

4. Data 

5. Results and conclusions 

This presentation draws heavily on Vandenberghe, V. (2011a) Boosting 

the employment rate of older men and women. An empirical 

assessment using Belgian firm-level data on productivity and 

labour costs,  De Economist, 159(2), pp. 159-191. 
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1. Context, motivation 
IR & Ageing  

 

• Over the past 3 decades, industrial restructuring 
(IR) has become a structural feature of the 
economic landscape 

• Many economists argue that the recent financial 
crisis will act as a strong catalyst of IR 

 

• The purpose of this paper is to draw the 
attention of decision makers on the fact that 
future IR will take place in a context synonymous 
with ageing workforces 
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1. Context, motivation (cont.) 
Policy & scientific context 
- Political initiatives to increase (currently low) older empl. 

rates mainly consist of increasing the supply of older 
labour 

- Existing literature looks mainly at… 

•  the consequences of an ageing population, in terms of 
welfare cost or growth  (Gruber and Wise, 2004) 

 

• the retirement behaviour of older individuals (i.e. their 
supply of labour) (replacement rates, pension, early-
retirement schemes, role of health, joint-decision within 
households…) (Mitchell & Fields, 1983) 

 

- Not so much the determinants of the labour demand by 
firms (e.g. labour costs, productivity...) 

- Not the demand for old labour by gender 
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1. Context, motivation (cont.) 
Two questions 

 

- Do ageing workforces negatively affect productivity 
performance of firms? [Growth] 

 

- Are employers willing to (re)employ older workers? * 

[Employment ] 

=> Key assumption: a sizeable negative impact of 
more older (male or female) workers on the 

productivity- vs. labour costs ratio is likely to 
adversely affect the labour demand 
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2. Existing literature on age, 

productivity (and labour costs) 

- Individual-level data 
 

“Individual job performance  is found to decrease from around 

50 years of age, which contrasts almost life-long 

increases in wages.  

- Productivity reductions at older ages are particularly  

strong  for  work  tasks  where  problem  solving,  

learning  and  speed  are needed,  

-  while  in  jobs  where  experience  and  verbal  abilities  

are  important,  older individuals’ maintain a relatively 

high productivity level.”  

- (Skirbekk, 2004: SURVEY) 
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2. Existing literature (cont.) 

- Country-level data 
 

“(…) large macro-data panel (…) explores the impact of the 

age composition of the labour force on (…) growth . The 

results point to an inversely U-shaped relationship”  

 

(Werding, 2007) 
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- Firm-level data*** 
*Hellerstein et al. (1999) [USA]: relative productivity of 55+ is 1.15 

whereas rel. wage is 1.19=> no significant effect on  prod- wage 

ratio. 

*Hellerstein et al. (2007) [USA]: relative productivity of 55+ is .87 

whereas rel. wage is 1.13, significant effect on prod- wage ratio. 

Gründ & Westergård-Nielsen (2008) [DK]:  find that mean age in 

Danish firms is inversely u-shaped related to firm productivity 

 

Skirbekk, (2008) [International survey]: The most common finding 

from these studies is inversely u-shaped relation between job 

performance and age. Of the 14 studies, 11 find a productivity 

decline in the 50s relative to the 30s and 40s 
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*Aubert & Crépont (2003) [FR],  
A negative impact on productivity-wage ratio is observed only for 

workers aged 55+ 

*Roger & Wasmer (2009) [FR],  
In manuf. & services  => significant negative  impact on 

productivity-wage ratio for  55+ (particularly low-educated ones) 

*Dostie (2006), [Canada] Significant  negative effect on 
productivity-wage ratio  only with  educated males 55+ 

Göbel & Zwick (2009) [Germany] find that productivity 
increases with the share of employees until the age of 55 and 
only decreases slightly afterwards 

*van Ours & Stoeldraijer (2011), [Netherlands] find  little  
evidence  of age influencing productivity-pay ratio in 
manufacturing 

*Cataldi, Kampelmann & Rycx (2011), [Belgium] 
Significant  negative effect on productivity-wage ratio  of rising 
shares of 50+ 
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3. Methodology 
Equ.1:average productivity 

ln (Yi,t /Li,t )= lnA + α ln QLi,t +ß lnKi,t – lnLi,t 

where: Yi,t is the firm’s value added 

and QLit a « labour quality index » 

 

QLit = ∑k µi,k Li,k,t = µi,ref Li,t + ∑k ≠ref (µi,k - µi,ref) Li,t,k 

 

µk reflecting the productivity of type k workers 

(e.g. old) … see appendix for more details 
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4. Our Data 

• Employers-employees matched data 

– ~10.000 firms with 20+ workers (BEL-FIRST- BNB)  

– using firm identifiers, we are able to inject information 

from banque Carrefour de la sécurité sociale on the age 

of (all) workers employed by these firms: ~1.200.000 

workers  

– …..we do not need to assign workers to firms using 

matching methods like in Hellerstein et al. (1999) 

• Data aggregated at firm level  

• Long Panel 1998-2006 (9 years) 
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• Information on firms from the (now dominant) service 
sector, where administrative and intellectual work is 
predominant 

 

• Like Aubert & Crépon (2003) and Dostie (2006), we have 
a measure of firms’ productivity (the net valued added), 
which is measured independently from firms’ wage cost 

 

• Contrary to Dostie (2006), we do have a measure of 
firms’ capital stock, such that no imputation method is 
required.  
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Natural experiment thanks to  EU-ruling  1997 reform alining men and  

women 
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5.  Results 
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Two extensions 

 

- Balanced* vs. unbalanced panel 

- Restrict the sample to the services  

industry. 

 

 
* The sample of firms that are observed every year between 1998 and 2006. 
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Conclusion 

 

Ageing will affect more than welfare systems, as it will 

also affect the age structure of the workforce. 

 

The share of older workers (aged 50+) will rise 

significantly due to demographics & policy 

  

A greying European workforce should also become 

more female. 

23 
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Optimists may believe that an ageing (and feminized) 

workforce will have only  a minimal impact on firms‟ 

performance  and on labour markets.  

 

We produce evidence suggesting the  

Opposite  

 

In Belgium, he age/gender structure of  

firms is a key determinant of their  

productivity-labour cost ratio.  
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– Using prime-age men as a ref., an increase  

of 10%-points in the share of older female  

workers (50-64)  causes a change of 

productivity-labour cost ratio of -1.8 to -3.6% 
 

– The equivalent results for old men range  

from 0  to – 0.69%. 
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The lax rules in terms of access and relatively high 

replacement rates characterizing the Belgian 

(pre)pension regimes are traditionally emphasized to 

explain Belgium’s low employment rate among 50+.  

 

Our work contains evidence that it could also be 

demand-driven. = > Ceteris-paribus, firms based in 

Belgium face financial disincentives to employing 

older workers - particularly older women 
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APPENDIX 
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Age and cognition 
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Relative wage and employment 

Belgium 
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Replacement rate and relative empl. 

Belgium 
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3. Methodology (details) 
Equ.1:average productivity 

ln (Yi,t /Li,t )= lnA + α ln QLi,t +ß lnKi,t – lnLi,t 

where: Yi,t is the firm‟s value added 

and QLit a “labour  quality index”  à-la-Hellerstein 

 

QLit = ∑k µi,k Li,k,t = µi,ref Li,t + ∑k ≠ref (µi,k - µi,ref) Li,t,k 

 

µk reflecting the productivity of type k workers 

(e.g. old)  
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• If we assume same marginal product across firms,  

we can drop subscript i . After taking logarithms and  

doing some rearrangements QL becomes: 

 

ln QLi,t = ln µref + lnLi,t+ ln (1+ ∑k ≠ref (λk - 1) Pi,t,k) 

Where 

 

– λk≡µk/µref is the relative productivity of type k 

Workers 

 

– Pi,t,k ≡ Li,t,k/Li,t the proportion/share of type k  

workers 
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• Since ln(1+x)≈ x, we can further linearize 

Ln QLit = ln µref + ln Li,t + ∑k ≠ref (λk - 1) Pi,t,k 

  

• And the production function becomes: 

ln(Yi,t /Li,t)= lnA+ α [ln µref + ln Li,t + ∑k ≠ref (λk -1) Pikt] 

+ ß lnKit – lnLik 

 

• Or, equivalently 

ln (Yit /Lit)= B + (α-1)lit + ∑k ≠ref ηk Pikt + ß kit 

where: 

 

– B=lnA+α ln µref 

– ηk = α (λk – 1); λk=µk/µref  k ≠ref. 

– lit=lnLit; kit=lnKit 
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Equ.2: labour costs 

Wit /Lit= ∑k πk Likt / Lit =πref + ∑k ≠ref.(πk - πref) Likt/ Lit  

 

Taking the logarithm and using log(1+x)≈ x, we  

can approximate this by: 

 

ln(Wt /Lit)= ln πref + ∑k ≠ref(Φk - 1) Pi,t,k 

where  

– Φk = πk/ πref 

– Pi,t,k= Li,t,k/Li,t 
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• The logarithm of the average labour cost  

finally becomes: 

 

ln (Wit /Lit)= Bw + ∑k ≠ref ηW
k Pitk  

 

where: 

 

– Bw =ln π0 

– ηW
k = (Φk – 1)  

– Φk ≡ πk/ πref 

    k ≠ref. 
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Formulating the key hypothesis test of this  

paper is now straightforward 

 

Assuming spot labour markets and cost- 

minimizing firms the null hypothesis of no  

impact on the productivity-labour cost ratio  

for type k worker implies ηk = ηw
k.  

 

Any negative (or positive) difference between  

these two coefficients can be interpreted as  

a quantitative measure of the disincentive  

(incentive) to employ the category of workers  

considered.  
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The hyp. test = easily implemented if one adopts 

strictly equivalent econometric specifications 
ln (Yit /Lit)= B + (α-1)lit + ∑k ≠ref ηk Pitk +  ß kit +  γFit + εit 

 

ln (Wit /Lit)= Bw+ (αw-1)lit + ∑k ≠ref η
w

k Pitk + ßw kit + γwFit + εw
it 

 

Taking the difference 
ln (Yit )- ln (Wit )=BG+ αGlit + ∑k ≠ref η

G
k Pitk + ßG kit + γGFit + εG

it 

 

where:  

BG= B -Bw; αG=α-αw ;ηG
k= ηk-η

w
k; ß

G= ß- ßw ;γG= γ-γw 

and εG
it =εit -ε

w
it. 

ηG
k = direct estimate of null hypothesis of no impact  

on the productivity-labour cost ratio  
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Identification challenge 

 

ln (Yit /Lit)= B + (α-l)lit + ∑k ≠ref ηk Pitk +  ß kit +  

γFit + εit 

  εit = θi + ωit + σit  

 

θi unobservable (time-invariant) heterogeneity 

between firms 

ωit short-term (asymmetrically) observed 

productivity shocks 

σit random error   E(σit) = 0 
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Identification (cont.) 

One can deal with θi by resorting to first differences (∆) 

∆ln(Yit /Lit)=  (α-l)∆lit + ∑k ≠ref ηk ∆Pitk+ ß∆kit + γ∆Fit + ∆εit 

  ∆εit = ∆ωit + ∆σit 

where cov(∆ωit, ∆Pit) ≠ 0 and E(∆σit)=0 

 

The biggest challenge= coping with ∆ωit 

=> two methods: 

• IV: lagged values ∆Pi,t-1,k ; ∆Pit,-2,k as instruments 

(Aubert and Crépon, 2003, 2007; van Ours & 

Stoeldraijer, 2011) 

* more structural approach Olley & Pakes (1998), 

Levinsohn & Petrin (2003), ACF(2006).  
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Identification (cont.) 

 

In ACF Intermediate goods are used to proxy the short 

-term productivity term  

intit =f(ωit , kit, qlit) 

 

Assuming this function can be inverted 

ωit =f-1(intit, kit, qlit)  

with f-1(.) that can be approximated by a polynomial  

expansion in int, k and ql [and its consituents] 

 

=> Our specificity it to combine this strategy with first  

differences 

∆ ωit = g-1(∆ intit, ∆kit , ∆qlit) 
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